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EXPERT GROUP ON 
CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICES AND STANDARDS 

(EGCCSS) 
 

Notes of the Fifth Meeting 
held at 10:00 a.m. on 18 February 2014 

in Communal Meeting Room 1, G/F, Central Government Offices, Tamar 
 

Present 
 
Mr Daniel LAI, BBS, JP Chairman Government Chief Information 

Officer (OGCIO) 
Professor David CHEUNG Convenor 

(WGCCIS) 
(The University of Hong Kong) 

Dr David CHUNG Convenor 
(WGPUCS) 

(Hong Kong Cyberport 
Management Company Limited) 

Mr Raymond CHENG Member (The Hongkong and Shanghai 
Banking Corporation Limited) 

Dr Andy CHUN Member (City University of Hong Kong) 
Mr Antony MA Member  (Cloud Security Alliance APAC) 
Mr Samson TAI Member (IBM Innovation Network) 
Dr CK WONG Member (iASPEC Technologies Limited) 
Mr Victor LAM Member (OGCIO) 
Ms Donna CHAN Member (OGCIO) 
Mr Gary LAI Member (OGCIO) 
Mr Alex LEE Member (OGCIO) 
Ms Joyce MOK Member (OGCIO) 
Mr Jason PUN Secretary (OGCIO) 
   

Absent with apologies 
 
Mr Vincent CHAN Convenor 

(WGCSP) 
(Ernst & Young Advisory Services 
Limited) 

Professor John LUI Member (The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong) 

Mr Raymond NGAI Member (Hong Kong Jockey Club) 
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Professor YANG QIANG Member (The Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology) 

Ms Winnie YEUNG Member (Microsoft Hong Kong Limited) 
Professor Peter YUM Member (The Chinese University of Hong 

Kong) 
 
In attendance 
 
Dr Victor NG  (Hong Kong Productivity Council) 
Mr Donald MAK  (OGCIO)  
Mr Owen WONG  (OGCIO) 
Mr Alex YEUNG  (OGCIO)  
Mr Keith LEUNG  (OGCIO) 
Mr Patrick CHAN  (OGCIO)  
 
  Action by 
Confirmation of notes of last meeting 
 

 

1.  The notes of the fourth meeting held on 23 May 2013 were 
confirmed without amendment. 
 

 

Matters arising from notes of last meeting 
 

 

2.  The Chairman invited Mr Patrick CHAN to update the 
meeting on the action item of the last meeting related to the 
promotion of the Practice Guide on Procuring Cloud Services 
(“Practice Guide”).  Mr Patrick CHAN reported that all the 
short term promotion activities for the Practice Guide had been 
completed and reported in the 7th meeting of the Working 
Group on the Provision and Use of Cloud Services held in 
August 2013.  The progress of medium term promotion 
activities would be presented in the agenda item 4 later in the 
meeting.   
 

 

Report by Convenor of Working Group on Cloud Security and 
Privacy (“WGCSP”) 
 

 

3.  The Chairman informed the members that Mr Alex LEE would  
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  Action by 
report the progress of the Working Group on behalf of the 
Convenor Mr Vincent CHAN.  Mr Alex LEE reported that the 
Working Group had completed study on “Needs, Availability 
and Deployment Readiness of Cloud Assessment tools and 
Cloud Services Certification Schemes”.  Members of WGCSP 
had contributed view through the “Cloud computing 
certification survey” conducted by the Expert Group on Cloud 
Computing Certification (“EGCCC”), paid a visit to CEPREI 
and attended the 2nd Guangdong/Hong Kong Cloud Computing 
Conference.  Regarding the work plan for 2014, the focus of 
WGCSP would be on the International Conference on 
Information Security Standards in April, the pilot adoption of 
the cloud standards under Guangdong/Hong Kong collaboration 
and the promotion of cloud security standards and certification 
schemes in the local IT industry. 
 

4.  The Chairman enquired about the follow-up action with 
EGCCC on the cloud computing certification. Mr Alex LEE 
responded that the WGCSP would keep on monitoring the 
development of standards and promote the local adoption of 
ISO/IEC 27001 standard as recommended by EGCCC.  The 
Chairman advised that co-ordination with Innovation and 
Technology Commission (“ITC”) and liaison with more 
certification bodies should be done to promote assessment tools 
to the local industry. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

WGCSP 

5.  Mr Raymond CHENG suggested that security incident 
management should also be covered and Mr Alex LEE 
responded that security incident management had been 
discussed in a round table discussion with the industry in 2013 
and would be covered.   
 

 

6.  Mr Donald MAK shared with members that, in the EGCCC 
meeting, there was opinion that the SMEs lacked the 
knowledge of cloud services standards and certification.  He 
suggested publishing more information on the international 
cloud standards and certification on InfoCloud Portal.  The 
Chairman suggested the WGCSP include in its plan to discuss 
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  Action by 
with the HK Council for Testing and Certification to coordinate 
the promotion of standards and certification in Hong Kong.  
Mr Alex LEE supplemented that OGCIO had already held a 
meeting with ITC to discuss on the promotion of cloud 
standards and certification in Hong Kong.  At that meeting, 
OGCIO suggested ITC facilitate the certification of local IT 
industry through their funding schemes.  OGCIO would 
continue to promote international standards to local IT industry 
and SMEs. 

WGCSP 

  
Report by Convenor of Working Group on Cloud Computing 
Interoperability Standards (“WGCCIS”) 
 

 

7.  Prof David CHEUNG reported the progress of the WGCCIS.  
WGCCIS had shared among its members a study on “Cloud 
Portability and Interoperability Architecture Model and Best 
Practice” and discussed a checklist on “Porting Existing 
Application to Cloud”.  Both the presentation slides of the 
study and the checklist had been published on InfoCloud Portal.  
Regarding the work plan for 2014, WGCCIS would explore 
opportunities with Cyberport Community Cloud for testing 
cloud interoperability and portability.  The Working Group 
would keep surveillance on the latest development of 
international standards and identify local success cases where 
inter-cloud interoperability or portability had been achieved.  
Promoting the awareness of data portability for cloud services 
users would be another area of work of the WGCCIS in 2014. 
 

 

Report by Convenor of Working Group on Provision and Use of 
Cloud Services (“WGPUCS”) 
 

 

8.  Dr David CHUNG reported the progress of the WGPUCS.  In 
2013, WGPUCS had completed the production of the Practice 
Guide for Procuring Cloud Services (“Practice Guide”) and 
promoted it through various channels.  The Practice Guide 
was presented in the 3rd meeting of the Hong Kong/Guangdong 
Expert Committee on Cloud Computing Services and Standards 
(“HK/GD Expert Committee”).  WGPUCS had also 
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  Action by 
re-examined and cleared with its members on the intellectual 
property rights of the Practice Guide.   The development of 
the motion graphics video for promoting the Practice Guide by 
Hong Kong Design Institute and the Hong Kong Computer 
Society’s project on Cloud Computing Success Stories 
Showcases had also commenced.  Regarding the work plan for 
2014, the focus would be on developing a cloud procurement 
practice guide applicable in both Mainland and Hong Kong 
under the HK/GD Expert Committee.  WGPUCS would 
publish the online motion graphics video and promote the 
Practice Guide among SMEs and collect the feedback from 
industry and professional bodies for wider adoption of cloud 
computing.  A session on promoting the Practice Guide was 
being arranged during the SME ICT Experience Day to be held 
on 11 April 2014.  
 

9.  Ms Joyce Mok echoed that it would be equally important to 
collect the feedback on Practice Guide from the service 
providers in addition to the feedback from the SMEs.  Dr CK 
WONG concurred that more efforts should be put on the 
provider side in the coming year.  The Chairman advised the 
WGPUCS to explore means to collect feedback from cloud 
service providers.  
 

WGPUCS 

Expected Deliverables of Expert Group 
 

 

10.  Mr Patrick CHAN summarised the expected deliverables of 
the Expert Group in 2014 as follows:  
 
• Feedback report (first round) on pilot adoption of 

national/GD cloud standards 
• Procurement guide for cloud services applicable to both HK 

and Mainland 
• Conference/forum for expert exchange and experience 

sharing: 
 Cloud computing forum (Q3 2014)  
 International conference on information security 

standards (April 2014) 
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  Action by 
• Findings on cloud assessment tools and certification 

schemes  
• Success cases in inter-cloud interoperability/portability 
• Success cases in adopting cloud services 
• A session in SME ICT Experience Day (April 2014) and 

the online motion graphics video (June 2014) for promoting 
Practice Guide for Procuring Cloud Services 

 
11.  The Chairman remarked that additional works and targets 

might be included throughout the year.  He also expressed his 
appreciation of the contribution of the Convenors and all the 
members of the Working Groups. 
 

 

Promotion of adoption of cloud services among SMEs 
 

 

12.  Dr David CHUNG briefed Members on the Cyberport 
Community Cloud.  The Cyberport Community Cloud was 
based on OpenStack Grizzly and was launched on 4 November 
2013.  Up to the moment, there were 323 registered users 
including Cyberport tenants, Smart-Space users, incubatees, 
alumni and subscribers.  The community cloud was intended 
to facilitate the Cyberport community to experience and adopt 
cloud architecture.  It provided an environment for application 
development and backup, with multi-cloud management tool 
for deploying to public cloud for production run.  It also 
provided SaaS services like the 3D animation rendering farm 
service.  Members generally considered the Cyberport 
Community Cloud a useful platform to facilitate the adoption of 
cloud architecture among local SMEs and ICT industry. The 
Chairman welcomed Cyberport to explore further 
opportunities in this direction.  
 

 

13.  Dr Victor NG briefed Members on the Cloud Computing 
Success Stories Showcase project of the Hong Kong Computer 
Society (“HKCS”).  The project was funded by ITC with the 
support of Hong Kong Productivity Council, OGCIO, HK 
Cloud Standards Alliance, SME Global Alliance, Cyberport and 
Linux Pilot.  It included the production of 15 video showcases 
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  Action by 
of cloud computing success stories from a mix of large and 
small corporations.  It also conducted a number of seminars 
and training workshops to promote cloud computing and share 
the experiences in the success stories.  The Chairman 
enquired about the copyright ownership of the video showcases.  
Dr Victor NG responded that HKCS would be the copyright 
owner of the videos but HKCS could provide the videos to 
interested organisations for promotion of cloud computing.  
Dr Victor NG further added that the video clips would be 
published at HKCS’s website and a Cloud Computing Success 
Stories Showcase Video Premiere & Experience Sharing event 
would be held on 5 March 2014. 
 

14.  Mr Donald MAK briefed Members on OGCIO’s activities on 
promoting cloud adoption among SMEs.  He introduced four 
projects under the Sector-Specific Programme that had adopted 
cloud computing technologies, the Consumer Connect, Security 
Cloud, e-Track System and Flag-bag Easy.  OGCIO would 
launch a promotion campaign in 2014-15 to promote cloud 
adoption among SMEs.  The campaign would include training 
to promote the awareness and knowledge on cloud computing 
among SMEs, competition of best SMEs in cloud adoption, and 
a series of promotional and publicity activities.  Members 
exchanged ideas on how to enrich the campaign, such as 
exhibitions, e-learning, incorporating the information given in 
the Practice Guide into the training materials practice guide, 
social media, appointing competition winners as the 
ambassadors for sharing their experience with other SMEs and 
other publicity means to outreach more potential SME cloud 
users.   
 

OGCIO 

15.  Mr Patrick CHAN also recapped the activities on promoting 
adoption of cloud services through the Practice Guide and 
InfoCloud Portal. 
 

 

GD/HK collaboration on cloud computing standardisation and 
pilot adoption 
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  Action by 
16. 
y 

Mr Alex LEE briefed Members on the National Cloud Services 
Standards Certification and Application Pilot Project. 國家信息

技術服務標準（ITSS）工作組 was leading the effort to develop 

national standards on cloud services.  The Economic & 
Information Commission of Guangdong Province (“GDEI”) 
was leading an initiative to develop standard on cloud security 
management certification.  The work related to standard 
certification and pilot adoption would be discussed in the 
Fourth Meeting of HK/GD Cloud Expert Committee to be held 
in March 2014, and local cloud services providers would be 
invited to participate in the pilot adoption in due course.  The 
Chairman added that the result of the pilot adoption could 
contribute to the national standards and he encouraged the local 
players to participate in the pilot adoption.   
 

 

Any other business 
 

 

17.  The Chairman remarked that the fourth meeting of HK/GD 
Cloud Expert Committee was being arranged.  The Secretariat 
would update the members once confirmed. 
 
(Post meeting notes: the meeting was held in Hong Kong on 17 
March 2014) 
 

 

18.  There being no other business, the meeting adjourned at 12:05 
p.m. 

 

 
 
 
The Secretariat 
Expert Group on Cloud Computing Services and Standards 
April 2014 
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